
Customer Review on Pumpkin VW
DVD  Car  Radio  Navigation
System

This Pumpkin Radio is exactly as it says on the description.
It fits perfectly in a 2007 MK VW Golf GTI. The fitting
instructions don’t really explain anything but, in all
honesty, you don’t actually need them. Its literally plug in
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and play. The only problem I found with it is that on a
standard VW radio, it has the 2 ports for the Arial but with
this, there is only space for 1 of them. The radio works just
fine with just that 1. Also when the car is reversing it loads
up the screen for a reversing camera which I didn’t get(this
can be solved by disconnecting the relevant wire). It is
mildly annoying but you can still hear the radio/CD/Bluetooth
music. The GPS works fine, but even if you mute it the music
goes quiet when you come to a junction/roundabout. I haven’t
figured out how to change the back light colour yet either as
it shows. The settings are VERY basic in the menu. Overall I
would definitely recommend this vw car radio navigation to
anyone looking for something like this. Amazing value for
money!!

–by Daniel

Fitted this to our Volkswagen EOS (2007) to replace the radio
and add new options. We had a next delivery – arrived on time,
nice packaging, super easy to set up and we were very surprise
by the quality �� very good price as well. Gps is quick to
find satellites and location. The radio is good at picking up
stations – Bluetooth picked up my phone straight away and my
contacts were downloaded in seconds. We can use as well
Spotify Connect with my iPhone 6 Plus

–by Loic

Check more VW Android 5.1 Car GPS DVD on Pumpkin official
websites:

US site: www.autopumpkin.com
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UK site: http://ift.tt/29hvZcz
German site: www.autopumpkin.de
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